Stage 1 (Bay 1)
“At the gas station”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: You are filling a petrol can for the lawnmower when the distributor is attacked by armed robbers,
you react by defending yourself and the people involved in the gunfight.
START POSITION: In SP facing targets, heels on the
marks, fuel pump and tank in both hands, gun loaded
and holstered, magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Weapon on the rack to the right of the shooter.

PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T4 if hit at 0 body activates the T5
runner who, having reached the end of the stroke,
activates the T6 runner. T5 and T6 remain visible.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 14 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 4-11 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cone.
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Stage 2 (Bay 2)
“Bar dello sport”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: It seems like a quiet evening at the sports bar when you're starting to think about closing, but all of
a sudden malicious guys come in and threaten you and the customers with guns in hand.
START CONDITION: In SP facing targets, heels on the
marks, bottle in the strong hand raised from the bar
counter and rag in the weak hand resting on the bar
counter, gun loaded and NOT chambered on the counter
top, magazines at the division capacity.
PCC: Weapon resting on the counter top, muzzle
downrange, action closed.

PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T1, T2 and T3 are in the open, the lever
of the beer dispenser activates the T4 up & down which
does not disappear. From PoC2 engage in low cover (at
least one knee to the ground).
NB: SWEEPING WHEN PULLING THE LEVER
INVOLVES DQ – 2.2.1

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 16 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 8 threat, 4 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 3-10 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cones.
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Stage 3 (Bay 3)
“Go Varner!”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: Varner is the only gunman among us when at the end of a philanthropic evening the robbers break
in by shooting in the air, trying to steal the proceeds and take hostages. Go Varner!
START POSITION: In SP relax facing downrange, heels
on the marks, gun loaded and holster, magazines at
division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 16 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 8 threat, 4 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
CONCEALMENT: required
available cover. T1-T3-T6-T7 are in the open. Retrieving DISTANCES: 3-6 yards
the suitcase from B1 will activate the T4-T5-T7 dropNB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
outs while positioning the suitcase on B2 will activate
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
the T8 drop-out.
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cones.
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Stage 4 (Bay 4)
“A call from the port”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: As soon as you disembark from a long voyage at sea, from a telephone booth near the maritime
office, you are calling home to warn your relatives when criminals, guns in hand, try to rob you.
START POSITION: In the telephone booth facing targets
with handset in strong hand, gun loaded and holstered,
magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level, telephone handset in the strong hand.

PROCEDURE: On start signal when exiting the
telephone booth engage the targets from the available
cover. T1, T2 and T3 are in the open.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 18 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 9 threat, 2 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 3-6 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cones.
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Stage 5 (Bay 5)
“The tire dealer”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: You have a workshop full of customers, you are replacing the wheels of a car when robbers come
in to rob you of the daily takings by threatening you with guns, you react by defending yourself and the
customers.
START POSITION: In SP facing targets with the heels
on the marks holding the wheel with both hands, gun
loaded on the tool trolley, magazines at the division
capacity.
PCC: As above with muzzle perpendicular to the central
berm.

PROCEDURE: On start signal engage all targets in the
open. T4-T5 are only visible from the windows. T8 is
only visible from under the car and receives 3 rounds.
Closing the door will activate the T6 turner which
disappears.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 17 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 8 threat, 4 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, 3 per T8
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 2-12 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cone.
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Stage 6 (Bay 6)
“Voices from the corridor”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: Unusually you arrive at the office at dawn and hear a suspicious rumor, they are criminals who
react by your presence and they are taking cover behind the cleaning staff.
START POSITION: In SP relax facing downrange, heels
on the marks, gun loaded and holstered, magazines at
division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. Opening the window in PoC5 activates
the T7 swinger which receives 3 rounds.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 15 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 7 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target, 3 per T7
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 4-10 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule).
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Stage 7 (Bay 9)
“Escape from the office”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: You have lingered in the office to complete a job, suddenly you hear gunshots in the corridor, you
react by putting yourself and your colleagues to safety.
START POSITION: Sitting in SP with hands on the
STRINGS: 1
keyboard, gun loaded on the table in the appropriate
SCORING: 16 rounds, Unlimited
signs, magazines at the division capacity.
TARGETS: 8 threat, 3 NT
PCC: Weapon on the table muzzle towards T1.
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
CONCEALMENT: required
available cover. T2 if hit at 0 body activates the T3 drop- DISTANCES: 2-11 yards
out and the T4 swinger. T7-T8 must be engaged in a
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
prone position. T1, T6, T7 and T8 are in the open.
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cones.
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Stage 8 (Bay 10)
“Los Diablos”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: You are on your way to court to file evidence that will frame the gang boss of "Los Diablos" when
gang hitmen stand guns in front of you. Save your life.
START POSITION: In SP facing target with suitcase in
weak hand, toes on the marks, gun loaded and holstered,
magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level, suitcase in the weak hand.
PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T1 and T2 are in the open. The window
in PoC4 opens by pushing.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 18 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 9 threat, 4 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 3-7 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cone.
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Stage 9 (Bay 11)
“Standard Nike 2022”
Phalanx Shooting Team
STANDARD

START POSITION: In SP facing targets with strong hand
holding the activator, gun loaded and holster, magazines
at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level on the weak side and strong hand on the
activator.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 12 rounds, Limited
TARGETS: 6 threat, 1 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: not required
DISTANCES: 5-10 yards
PROCEDURE: On start signal engage all targets in the
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
open. Releasing the iron will activate the nonhorizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
threatening swinger; T1 and T2 weak hand only, T3 and
berms (range rule).
T4 strong hand only, T5 and T6 in free style.
NB: ENGAGING T5 AND T6 BEYOND THE FFL
INVOLVES DQ (HC IS AN IRON SLAB).
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Stage 10 (Bay 12)
“Let’s stay calm”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: Strolling through the alleys of the neighborhood you are involved in an attempted armed robbery, you
react by neutralizing all the threats but when you think you have finished, you start firing again.
START POSITION: STRING 1: In SP1 relax facing targets,
toes on the marks, gun loaded and holstered, magazines
at division capacity. STRING 2: In SP2 relax facing
downrange, toes on the marks, gun loaded holstered,
magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
PROCEDURE: STRING 1: On start signal engage from
T1 to T4 from the available cover. T1 is in the open.
STRING 2: On start signal, engage T5 to T11 from the
available cover. T5 and T6 are in the open.

STRINGS: 2
SCORING: 22 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 11 threat, 3 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 3-8 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cone.
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Stage 11 (Bay 2)
“Walk”
Phalanx Shooting Team
SCENARIO: Walking with your sweetheart, you are attacked by an armed gang, they want to rob you and
perhaps do worse things, you react immediately.
START POSITION: In SP relax facing targets, toes on the
marks, gun loaded with 6 rounds and holstered,
magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level
PROCEDURE: On start signal engage targets from
available cover. T1 and T2 are in the open.

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 8 rounds, Unlimited
TARGETS: 4 threat, 1 NT
SCORED HITS: best 2 per target
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
DISTANCES: 3-4 yards
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
berms (range rule). Pay attention to the safety cone.
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Stage 12 (All bays)
“Warm-up Nike 2022”
Phalanx Shooting Team
STANDARD

START CONDITION: In SP with at least one knee on the
ground on the marks, gun loaded with 2 rounds and
holstered, magazines at division capacity.
PCC: Hip Level

STRINGS: 1
SCORING: 6 rounds, Limited
TARGETS: 1 threat
SCORED HITS: 4 body and 2 head
START-STOP: audible – last shot
RULES: 2022 IDPA Rulebook
CONCEALMENT: required
STAGE PROCEDURE: On start signal engage from low
DISTANCES: 7 yards
position T1 with 6 rounds, 2 to the body weak hand only,
NB Unless otherwise specified, the 180°rule applies
2 to the body strong hand only, 2 to the head in free
horizontally and vertically; the limit is the height of the
style, in any order of the shooter's choice.
berms (range rule).
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